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Abstract
The m-connectivity index and m-sum connectivity index of a connected graph G = (V,E) are

and                                                  where vi1 
vi2

... vim+1
runs over all paths of length m in G and di is the degree of vetex

vi ∈ V(G). In this paper, we introduce a closed formula of the third-connectivity index and third-sum-connectivity index

of molecular graph Circumcoronene Series of Benzenoid Hk (k ≥ 1).
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1. Introduction

Let G = (V,E) be a simple connected graph with the
vertex set V(G) and the edge set E(G) and |V(G)| = n,
|E(G)| = e are the number of vertices and edges of G. Also,
if e is an edge of G, connecting the vertices u and v, then
we write e = uv and say „u and v are adjacent“. A connect-
ed graph is a graph such that there is a path between all
pairs of vertices. For connected graph G, the m-connectiv-
ity index of G is defined as

where vi1 
vi2

... vim+1
runs over all paths of length m in G and

di is the degree of vertex vi∈ V(G).
Also in particular, 1-connectivity, 2-connectivity and

3-connectivity indices are defined as

and 

respectively.
In 1975, Milan Randi}1,2 introduced the Randi} con-

nectivity index (or 1-connectivity index) and uv runs over
all pairs of adjacent vertices of G. 

The m-sum connectivity index of G is defined as

where vi1 
vi2

... vim+1
runs over all paths of length m in G.

In particular, 1-sum-connectivity, 2-sum-connectivi-
ty and 3-sum-connectivity indices are defined as

and

respectively.
In 2008, B. Zhou and N. Trinajsti}3,4 introduced a

closely related variant of the Randi} connectivity index
and called the sum-connectivity index. Some mathemat-
ical properties of the (general) connectivity index and
sum-connectivity index were given in references.3–10

Since the Circumcoronene Series of Benzenoid is a con-
nected molecular graph and has a very remarkable
structure, we attend to general structure of this molecu-
lar graph. This family generates from Benzene C6 and
we denote kth terms of this series by Hk (k ≥ 1), see
Figure 1 and Figure 2. For further study and more detail
of properties of this molecular graph, see paper se-
ries.11–20
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In this paper, we focus on the structure of circum-
coronene series of benzenoid and computing 3χ(G) and
3X(G) of G = Hk.

2. Main Results and Discussion

According to the structure of Hk, we see that |V(Hk)|
= nk = 6k2. Also, we have two partitions V3 = {v ∈ V (Hk)|
dv = 3} and V2 = {v ∈ V (Hk)| dv = 2} of Hk with size 6k(k-
1) and 6k, respectively. Therefore 

Theorem 1.20 consider the Circumcoronene Series
of benzenoid Hk, k ≥ 1. Then we have:

(i) The First-connectivity index of Hk is equal to: 

(ii) The First-sum-connectivity index of Hk is equal to:

Figure 1. The first three graphs H1, H2, H3 and H4 from the circumcoronene series, such that H1, H2 are graphs C6 and the Capra of planer benzenoid

Ca(C6), respectively.

Figure 2. The circumcoronene series of benzenoid Hk (k ≥ 1).
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Theorem 2.20 The Second-connectivity index and
the Second-sum-connectivity index of Hk are equal to:

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Theorem 3. Let G be the circumcoronene series of
benzenoid Hk ∀ k ≥ 1. Then the third connectivity index
and the third-sum-connectivity index of Hk are equal to:

Now, before prove Theorem 3, we introduce the
general notation for vertices of circumcoronene series of
benzenoid Hk in following denotation.

Denotation 1. Let V(G) is the vertex set of G = Hk
with cardinality 6k2. So, we name all vertices as degree 2

by γi (∀i = 1, ... ,6k) and say these vertices by family ΓΓ,
such that their adjacent vertices named by βi (for I = 1, ...
, 6k-1 and i ≠ k, 2k, 3k, 4k, 5k) and say family B. In other
words, γjk+1γ(j+1)k, γiβi and γi–1βi ∈ E(Hk) Also for every al-
lowable i, we name all βi’s adjacent vertices by αi (say
family A ). αi’s adjacent vertices named by xi (for I = 1,
..., 6k-1 and i ≠ k, 2k, 3k, 4k, 5k) and say family X. We
name another vertices by yj, j = 1, ... , 6k2 – 24k + 24, re-
spectively and say family Y.

In following proof, we attend to the degree of ver-
tices γi, βi, αi, xi and yi. See Figure 2. So by use of above
notations, we start proof of Theorem 3.

Proof of Theorem 3. Considered molecular graph G
= Hk on 6k2 vertices and 9k2 – 3k edges. The maximum
possible vertex degree in such a graph is n-1 and for Hk is
3. In other words, the vertices from family Γ have degree
two and vertices from families B, A, X and Y have degree
three. Suppose dijkl denote the number of 3-edges paths
whose its four consecutive vertices have degree i, j, k and
l respectively. Obviously dijkl = dlkji.

By refer to reference 20, we can dividing all edge of
circumcoronene series of benzenoid to three partitions E4,
E5 and E6, such that |E4| = 6 = d22, |E5| = 12(k-1) = d32 and
|E6| = 9k2 – 15k + 6 = d33. Obviously, an edge e = uv ∈
E(G) is a member of edge set Ei if du + dv = i.

Figure 3. Example: The path with length 3 of Hk, which their first point is α1, α2 and x1.

Table 1. Categorization all 3-edges paths on based their first and end point, and the number of them. Notice that red color represent end point of di-

ameter of cycles C6.

The first point of path with length 3 The families of end points The number of these path
γik + 1 and γ(i + 1)k (I = 0,1, ... ,5) Γ,B,A,A,X 5 × 12 = 60
αik + 2 and γ(i + 1)k –1 (I = 0, 1, …, 5) Γ,B,A,A,X,X 6 × 12 = 72

γik + j (I = 0, 1, … , 5 and j = 3, … , k-2) B,B,A,A,X,X 6 × 6(k 4) = 36k 144

βik + 1 and β(i + 1)k –1 (I = 0,1, ... ,5) Γ,B,B,A,A,X,Y 7 × 12 = 84

βik + j (I = 0,1, ... , 5 and j = 2, ... , k-2) Γ,Γ,A,A,A,A,Y,Y 8 × 6(k 3) = 48k 144
αik + 1 and α(i + 1)k –1 (I = 0,1, ... , 5) Γ,Γ,Γ,B,B,A,X,Y,Y,Y 10 × 12 = 120
αik + j (I = 0, 1, ... , 5 and j = 2, ... , k-2) B,B,B,B,X,X,Y,Y,Y,Y 10 × 6(k 3) = 60k 180

xi ∈X Γ,Γ,Γ,Γ,B,A,A,X,Y,Y,Y,Y 12 × 6(k 2) = 72k 144
yi ∈Y B,A,X,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y 12 × 6(k-2)2 = 72k2 – 288k + 288
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Figure 4. Example: The path with length 3 of Hk, which their first point is γ1, γ2, β1 and β2.

So, since a 3-edges path vi vj vk vl pass on edge e =
vjvk, thus the number of 3-edges paths of Hk is equal to
d3(Hk) = (3-1)(3-1)|E6| + (3-1)(2-1)|E5| + (2-1)(2-1)|E4| =
2 × 2 × (9k2-15k + 6) + 2 × 1 × 12(k-1) + 1 × 1 × 6 =
36k2 – 36k + 6. Now, if we according to 3-edges paths of
circumcoronene series of benzenoid Hk in Figure 3 and
Figure 4, it is easy to see that 9k(k-1) + 3 number of 3-
edges paths are diameters of cycles C6 and other 3-edges
paths are non-diameter. In other words,

Of course, we denote the number of C6 in the molec-
ular graph G = Hk by ζk and ζk = 3k(k – 1) + 1. Now, by
using above terminologies and Denotation 1, we can cate-
gorize the paths with length 3 (all 3-edges paths) on based
their first and end point in following table.

So, Table 1 implies that d2232 = ½(12 + 12) = 12,
d3223 = ½(2(6)) = 6, d3232 = ½(24k-48) = 12k-24, d3322 =
½(12 + 12) = 12, d3323 = ½(24k-48) = 12k-24, d2333 =
½(48k-36) = 24k-18 and d3333 = 36k2-84k + 42.

Now, computations of the third-connectivity index
and third-sum-connectivity index of Hk are easy and we
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Also, the third-sum-connectivity index of Hk is equal to

Here, we complete the proof of Theorem 3.

3. Conclusions

We present the topological indices called »third-
connectivity index« and »third-sumconnectivity index« of
molecular graphs of Circumcoronene Series of Benzenoid
Hk. These connectivity indices have been successfully
correlated with physico-chemical properties of organic
molecules. The first connectivity index was introduced by
M. Randic and demonstrated very good correlation with
boiling points of alkanes; since then the connectivity in-
dices have been extended and applied in numerous struc-
ture – activity relationship models. The two connectivity
indices introduced in this work have a potential applica-
tion in structure – activity models whenever the benzenoid
Hk structures are included in the data sets.
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Povzetek
m-ti povezovalni indeks in m-ti vsotno povezovalni indeks povezanega grafa G = (V, E) definiramo takole:

ter kjer vi1 vi2 ... vim+1 te~e prek vseh poti dol`ine m v grafu G in 

je di stopnja vozli{~a vi ∈ V(G). V tem prispevku prika`emo sklenjeno formulo za tretji povezovalni in tretji vsotno

povezovalni indeks molekularnega grafa za neskon~no dru`ino cirkumkoronenov Hk (k ≥ 1).


